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Drawings taken from “The Astrological Home Study Course”

These cartoons visualize the communication and practical work type energy which is
flowing, indicated by the Mercury trine Mars aspect.

We’re early! Way ahead of the groundhog in fact. We’re

sending this early so that we all take advantage of the aspect that is
happening for us this last week of January 2008. It’s the
Mercury/Mars trine and is a double whammy for those of us who also
have this positive aspect in our natal charts – especially if it is the
closest positive aspect.

A Couple More Opportunities to Complete Our Bucket
List. As we may recall from the January newsletter, it was time to

create our life goals. The two of us created what we call a “Business
Bucket List” as well, to hone in on what we want to achieve in our
careers. There will be TWO more opportunities this year – in the first
half of September and the second half of November to expand and
further clarify that list. This is when our expanding Jupiter works
well with our mature Saturn. Go to our
www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm for January’s newsletter.

This Newsletter - Now we have a decidedly different flow from

the Jupiter/Saturn one of last week. Instead of just planning now, we
now take those plans and start building our game plan. The flow now is
actualizing our worthwhile ideas. The Mercury/Mars aspect tells us it
is time to get busy – do more than plan. TAKE ACTION!

Mercury and Mars for Jan. 25-31, 2008

Let’s Get Physical. When we have Mercury and Mars in a

harmonious aspect as we do now, it is basically a time when our mental
and physical energies can work well together. We get ourselves in
motion, which is the Mars aspect. This in turn activates our minds and
thoughts towards further action and on it goes! It is like where
motion creates emotion, only in this case, our motion creates
thoughts, thoughts that are excitingly efficient, witty and helpful –
that’s Mercury at its best!
Basically we have the mental energy of Mercury and the physical
energy of Mars working well together. They complement or assist one
another and are in complete harmony. What we think about we can do
and what we do we can think about. This brings about new ideas and
new, instantly doable plans of action and new activity.

Mental Versus Physical. If we are basically mental by nature, we

can watch how new activities crop up crying out for action. If we are
physically oriented, we can watch when we are doing new things. We
will notice that our minds can increase in speed and new ideas will
come, so more things get done. That's because it's time to move, get
new things started, and just get the job done.

Perhaps that’s why this time of year is so good for dieting to reach
and maintain our perfect body weight. Exercise can be enjoyable if we
let it, since we could have surplus energy to expend. Works better
than eating, hey?

Talk It Up. Want to generate new ideas? Then encourage lively

conversations with others during this aspect. In fact, salespersons,
normally extroverted anyway, will become more so and show even more
enthusiasm. As they go out there and sell, different and exceptional
selling points could come to mind at this time, making the sale
effortless! We all can do that!

Connecting Part A to Part B. Mercury’s influence now even

helps us understand concepts more easily. We’ve all tried to figure out
a user’s manual that was written in some foreign country by someone
who only has a limited knowledge of English. Well, at least most of us
have-the ones with hair half torn out! We might try reading them
again. Maybe they’ll be easier to read this time! (Hey, we said “maybe”
– you never know!). It’s also a very good time to study things because
the mind can be quicker to understand with this aspect.

If we have a hard time getting ourselves into action on a project, then
we can try sitting down and analyzing the project objectively until we
understand its practicality. That’ll get us going – that’s Mars
prompting us to action based on functionality. If that doesn’t work, we
can try watching what does motivate us into action and use that for
next time. Also we can figure out how we’ve taken advantage of
opportunities before and put that knowledge to use now.

So this can be a busy time! This aspect’s influence can make us
quick to grasp new ideas and get them going. We may also enjoy a
rousing discussion or debate on an interesting topic – how about one on
the current political process? (Well, okay, maybe not!) We can put on
our engineering hat to create new designs and then don our worker hat
and begin the project. But basically it is time to get moving – do the
leg work or the paper work to get things started. On our long-term
goals, get the applications, fill them out and get them mailed. Make
those phone calls, visit our advisors or bankers – do whatever it takes!
Basically it is time to communicate, talk, write, take short trips of a
few minutes or hours, read, and generally have energetic hands. The
mind and thoughts can be energized with physical action.

Multi-tasking will be easy at this time as well since our

physical energy is high and we have that urge to be active. It’s a
wonderful time for putting variety into our activities and at the same
time, being more efficient in the process. Say for example, we’re
writing an email to a teenager, instead of spelling out all the words the
way we usually do, we learn and use text messaging language! We’ve
added variety in the new language and also efficiency by
communicating succinctly.

So, really, how come this newsletter is early? That’s what

Mars does – energizes our ideas and starts things happening early. We
just have to go with the flow of it. Now is the time for acting on the
opportunities that come along. With this mental/physical flow
happening, we can easily figure out what to do about it. We can act
quickly if we tap into this energy available to us right now. This would
give us the alertness and enthusiasm to accomplish much. Basically,
that’s how come this newsletter is early – we saw the aspect
happening, went with the flow by promptly working on it.

That’s it, folks! So much more can be said about this – such as how
Mercury helps us communicate so well that our popularity and
trustworthiness may increase. This would be due to our helpfulness
and encouragement of others if we choose to take advantage of it.
Mercury can also help us be quick and to the point. What we do with
all of that is where Mars comes in. This next week we’ll be urged on by
Mars to walk our talk! Let us know how that works for you!

The next newsletter will come out in March, 2008 when
our biggest aspect begins this year: a two and a half month
Jupiter/Uranus relationship.
Namaste, Davie & JoySee

* * * * *

Visit our website at www.luckyastrology.com and find out what your
lucky Jupiter sign is. Email us to find out what aspects are your
strongest ones and how you can work with them, all for a nominal fee.
Both Davie & JoySee love to get emails, so email us also with your
comments or questions. Our new home phone number is (408) 8790260.
You are free to use parts of this newsletter in your publications as long as you give
credit to Davie & JoySee Pfaffle at www.luckyastrology.com. We’d love to get a copy of them,
if you would be so kind as to email them to us.
You are receiving this newsletter because you opted in on it. If you want to be removed from
the list, reply to this email with “remove” in the subject line. If you know people who may be
interested in the topics of this newsletter, ask them to join us. Archived copies of each
newsletter are on the site: www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm

